Schlage Control™ LE, NDE and CTE solutions
Schlage wireless locks

Connect and control more doors.
A whole lot easier than ever before.
Security has always been at the heart of all our products.

Today we can deliver so much more.

Walter Schlage invented the cylindrical lock in 1920; since then Schlage has consistently delivered innovation and continuous improvement. Now, we’ve added the latest technology to our world-class mechanical locks to deliver a new level of efficiency and convenience for your facility.

By adding built-in intelligence and communication technology Schlage Control™ LE, and NDE wireless locks and CTE controller can help your staff:

- Increase productivity by managing locks/devices and electronic credentials from virtually anywhere
- Save time by eliminating the need to visit locks/devices to make changes
- Review and export lock/device usage and history for detection and diagnostics
- Reduce risks associated with lost or stolen keys

So if you are looking for an affordable way to improve security while reducing operational costs, open the door to Schlage electronic solutions.
Bring the added benefits of electronic solutions to any door.

Reduce the time and costs associated with managing keys due to frequent turnover

Enhance security with more visibility and control

Increase efficiency by enabling updates to occur from virtually anywhere
We offer a variety of options for interior and perimeter openings.

Mitigate risks associated with lost or stolen keys, provides a detailed audit of events

Increase satisfaction by enabling convenient card access to shared spaces

Integrates seamlessly into existing EAC systems

1 Requires alliance member software; consult your Allegion rep for more information.
Designed to work together in commercial, institutional and multi-family properties.

Every facility can benefit from adding wireless locks to a few doors for added convenience, or to many for improved visibility and control. Schlage wireless locks can be used in variety of applications including perimeter, interior and high security.

Schlage NDE
Refined design for doors with cylindrical prep. Simplified installation makes it easy to upgrade in minutes. Ideal for offices, classrooms, and shared storage spaces.

Schlage LE
Elegant design for doors with mortise prep. Options include interior pushbutton for office, privacy, or apartment applications. For even greater security, choose mortise deadbolt.

Schlage Control™ Smart Deadbolt
For residence entry applications. Options include smart deadbolt and interconnected smart lock for single-motion egress.

Schlage CTE Single Door Controller and Multi-technology Reader
Enables around the door solution for perimeter and common area openings.
Electronic credentials change the game.

- Credentials can be issued to residents, employees, visitors or service providers with restrictions to specific days and times.
- Electronic credentials can be quickly added and revoked from anywhere.
- Single credential can be used across a campus or facility including resident entry, common areas and amenities.
- Enjoy the convenience of using a card, smart phone, smart fob, PVC disk, or a smart wrist band to open doors.

Connectivity made easy

Whether you are beginning to explore electronic access control or looking to expand your existing system, Schlage wireless locks can be scaled to deliver enhanced value to virtually any property or facility.

To request a free consultation, please visit allegionengage.com.
About Allegion

Allegion (NYSE: ALLE) is a global pioneer in safety and security, with leading brands like CISA®, Interflex®, LCN®, Schlage®, SimonsVoss® and Von Duprin®. Focusing on security around the door and adjacent areas, Allegion produces a range of solutions for homes, businesses, schools and other institutions. Allegion is a $2 billion company, with products sold in almost 130 countries.

For more, visit www.allegion.com